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The King and The Parliament
King Dave rules over the land of Mathcirclea. The kingdom is a parliamentary democracy—the King cannot
rule by decree but must submit all his proposed laws to Parliament for their approval. Each member of
Parliament is sworn to vote his or her conscience on each law, never changes their mind about a law, and to
treat each law independently of all others. Also, Parliament cannot act on their own: they can only vote on
laws that the King proposes. Can King Dave always manipulate the Parliament so that he can function as a
dictator?
Here’s a specific example using a Parliament composed of three members: James, Laura, and Yana.
Shannon is the publisher of The Royal Tribune. The Tribune publishes an unsigned editorial making fun
of the King’s wardrobe. King Dave believes that this is treason, and that Shannon should be punished for
this, with the punishment being that she must drink 10 Shamrock Shakes in a row.
• James believes that the editorial is treasonous, and that Shannon should be held responsible for the
editorial. But he also believes that the punishment for treason is too severe—no one should ever be
forced to drink Shamrock Shakes.
• Laura believes that the editorial is treasonous, and anyone who commits treason should indeed have
to undergo the Shamrock Shake punishment. But she doesn’t believe that Shannon should be held
responsible for an unsigned editorial.
• Yana believes that Shannon should be held responsible for any editorial that her paper publishes, and
that treason should be punished by the Shamrock Shake drinking. But she doesn’t believe that making
fun of the King’s wardrobe is treasonous.
If the King decrees “Shannon should be forced to drink 10 Shamrock Shakes,” how will the Parliament
vote? How can the King force the Parliament to approve Shannon’s punishment?
More generally, what circumstances need to occur for the King to effectively force the Parliament to pass
whatever decree he wants?
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Multi-candidate elections
Suppose the election for village dog catcher has four candidates: Alice, Bob, Carol, and Doug. 17 people
live in the village, and their preferences for the candidates are as follows:
Number
5
3
5
4

1st choice
A
A
B
C

2nd choice
D
D
C
D

3rd choice
C
B
D
B

4th choice
B
C
A
A

Imagine you are the campaign manager for any one of the candidates. What voting system would you
devise to ensure that your candidate would win? (Assume the population votes their preferences honestly,
doesn’t collude, etc.)
Is there a “fair” system for an election in which there are more than 2 candidates?

Dancing and Marriage
1. At a party, assume that no boy dances with every girl, but each girl dances with at least one boy. Prove
that you can find two dancing couples BG and B0 G0 such that B does not dance with G0 nor does B0
dance with G. (Putnam Competition, 1965 #A4)
2. Suppose a small village has n unmarried adult men and n unmarried adult women. The village elders
wish to marry the entire population off (as man-woman couples), so they ask each man and each
woman to rank all of the people of the opposite sex. The elders, armed with this data, then plan
to arrange n marriages. However, a man and a woman will elope and flee the village if they each
prefer each other to their arranged spouse. Can the elders succeed in arranging marriages and prevent
anyone from eloping?
What if we ignore gender and permit same-sex marriage: in this scenario, everyone ranks the entire
rest of the village. Can the elders pair everyone off so as to prevent eloping?

Thanks to Elena Galaktionova of the Mobile Math Circle for the inspiration and many of the examples in this
session—this is largely adapted from her workshop at the 2016 “Circle on the Road” conference at New York University.
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The King and The Parliament
The key is that there are lots of separate positions that can be passed by majority:
• Shannon is responsible for her paper’s editorials: James and Yana will vote Yes.
• The editorial is treasonous: James and Laura will vote Yes.
• Anyone who commits treason should be punished by drinking Shamrock Shakes: Laura and Yana
will vote Yes.
Once the King has all these laws in hand, he can apply them in sequence and punish Shannon.
More generally, if a majority bloc approves A and a different majority bloc approves B, without a majority
overlap, then the King can get any decree Z that he wants approved by first passing A and B (assuming
he doesn’t mind them), then proposing “¬A or ¬B or Z”. Specific example: “Should the kingdom’s flag be
red?” “Should the kingdom’s official bird be a robin?” “Should the kingdom’s flag be blue OR should the
official bird be an eagle OR should the official drink be the Shamrock Shake?”

Multi-candidate elections
First-past-the-post: candidate with most 1st-place votes wins. This produces A. (Most “western” elections
use this.)
Instant runoff: as above, but a majority is required; if no majority, the candidate in last place gets eliminated,
then recount. This produces B. (Some municipalities use this.)
Pairwise comparison: if there is one candidate that wins head-to-head against all others, that person wins.
This produces C. (Hardest to practically implement. A hybrid is a tournament.)
Point count: 4 points for top choice, 3 points for 2nd choice, etc. This produces D. (Sports polls often use
this.)
Note that California’s system is a hybrid of these: the first-place preferences are used to narrow to two
candidates, and then those two compete head-to-head.
This leads to Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem (Kenneth Arow, 1951): there is no ranked order voting
system that satisfies both of the following criteria, unless there’s a dictator:
• Unanimity: If all voters prefer X over Y, then the resulting order should prefer X over Y.
• Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives: Deleting candidate Z should not affect the relative ranking
of X and Y in the result.
Example: 27 voters, 6ABC, 4BAC, 6BCA, 2CBA, 6CAB, 3ACB. Instant runoff has prelim count of 9 A, 10
B, 8 C. No majority, so C gets thrown out. Runoff is 15 A, 12 B, so A wins. Also note A beats both B and C
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head-to-head. But if 3 voters switch from BAC to ABC and 2 voters switch from CBA to CAB, we now have
9ABC, 1BAC, 6BCA, 0CBA, 8CAB, 3ACB. Now prelim count is 12 A, 7 B, 8 C, so B gets thrown out. Runoff
is 13 A, 14 C and C wins.

Dancing and Marriage
1. Select a boy B who dances with the most girls. (Might be a tie, but that’s OK.) Since no boy dances
with everyone, there’s a girl G0 whom he doesn’t dance with. Since every girl dances with someone,
there’s a boy B0 whom she dances with. Finally, the set of girls who B dances with is strictly larger
than the set of girls (other than G0 ) that B0 dances with, so there must be a girl G in the former but not
the latter.
2. (Gale/Shapley 1962) Basic algorithm: each man in sequence provisionally proposes to his top choice.
If these choices don’t overlap, we’re done: the men are all happy. If they overlap, the women accept
the man they most prefer. Men who don’t have a partner then move down their list; women are free
to break their engagement and move up if they get a better offer.
Men
Women
A: WYXZ W: BACD
Example (from Wikipedia): B: YZWX X: DABC
C: ZXYW Y: ACBD
D: YXWZ Z: BCAD
If the men propose:
Round 1: AW CZ BY (B and D both propose to Y, and Y prefers B)
Round 2: DX and we’re done. D would only switch for Y, but Y prefers her current husband.
If the women propose:
Round 1: XD YA ZB (W and Z both propose to B, and B prefers Z)
Round 2: WA causes A to dump Y
Round 3: YC and we’re done
We can’t have an eloping couple at the end: if M and W are any two people, and M preferred W to his
current wife, then M proposed to W earlier in the process, but she must have rejected him for some
other man she more highly prefers.
Men
Women
A: YXZ X: BAC
Sometimes it’s not good for one gender. Example (from Wikipedia):
B: ZYX Y: CBA
C: XZY Z: ACB
Using the above algorithm, we can give the men all their first choice – no one will elope because the
men are happy. But the women are miserable: they all are stuck with their worst choice. Ditto the
reverse: women could all get first choice, men would be unhappy. There’s a compromise in which
everyone gets their second choice.
If you remove gender (i.e. everyone ranks everyone else and you pair them off), you can’t ensure
stability. Example: A prefers BCD, B prefers CAD, C prefers ABD, and D prefers ABC. Everyone hates
D, so D’s partner will always want to switch, and there will always be someone in the other pairing
who will want to switch too.
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